The Bite (v. 6 & 7) – A Palistrophe

Good to Eat (like any other tree)

Delight to the Eyes (covet)

Giving Insight

Eating

Eyes Opened

Knowing They Were Nude

Hiding in the Trees
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The Snake – v.1

The Wordplay on “Shrewd”

Shrewd = a-rum (v.1)
Nude = e-rom (v. 7)

So why is there a snake at all?

Snake = Devil

Symbolic of Ba’al

Epic of Gilgamesh – Eternal Plant

Archetype

Levithan

The Question – v.2

Has GOD – Which word for God?

“Any” Tree?

What is this already telling us?

The Response – v.3 & 4

Change #1 – “Every” Tree Omitted (v. 2:16)

Change #2 – Name of God

Change #3 – “Touch” (2:17)

What seems to be happening to the woman?

How is her perspective of God’s provision changing?

The Shrewdness Continues – v.4 & 5

“You will surely not die.” – True or False?

Does the serpent demand that they eat?

Did they die? How?

Is God trying to trick us? (3:22)

Eyes Opened – True or False?

Be Like God – True or False?

Knowing Good & Evil – True or False?

What is the chief form of doubt happening here?

How does the woman see herself?

How does she see God?